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Abstract 

 
The objectives of the study were 1.  To Develop Mathematical skills on dition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division of fractions for Primary 6 students. 2 .  To compare the learning 
achievements between before study and after study by E-Learning for the samples, selected from 5 
cases of primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei school of the Academic Year 2020 under 
Chaiyaphum Primary Educational Service Area Office 2 by using the Purposive Sampling. The 
instruments used for gathering data were addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction 
lessons on development Mathematics skills. The statistics were the mean and the standard deviation. 
 The results of the study were as follows 1) Comparison the learning achievements of the 
primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei school under Chaiyaphum Primary Educational Service Area 
Office 2 on the development Mathematics skills by E-Learning between before study and after study, 
before study has the mean at 53.6 (x�= 53.6) and the standard deviation at 11.17 (S.D. = 11.17) and 
after study has the mean at 70.8 (x� = 70.8) and the standard deviation at 13.97 (S.D. = 13.97). The 
study was found that the after study achievement was higher. 2) The outcomes of the samples, the 
primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei school under Chaiyaphum Primary Educational Service Area 
Office 2, after study was higher than before study.  
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
 Mathematics is highly to development of the human mind. It enables a person to acquire skills 
in creativity, logic and systematic and methodical thinking, and allows one to carefully and thoroughly 
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analyses various problems or situations, anticipate, plan, make decisions, solve problems and 
accurately and appropriately apply mathematics in daily life. Mathematics serves as a tool for learning 
science, technology and other disciplines. It is therefore useful to one’s life, enhances quality of life 
and enable a person to live in harmony with others.  

Sometimes the students couldn’t understand the principles and processes of Mathematical 
problem solving. The problems were difficult to solve and find the correct answers. Most of the 
students couldn’t find the correct answers. The teacher tried to find the methods and create the 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction lessons to develop Mathematics skills in 
order to help them understand the processes and steps to solve Mathematics problems correctly. 
 The addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction are in the indicators G 6/7, 
finding answers of problems on addition, subtraction, multiplication, division of fraction and mixed 
numbers are in the standard M 1.1, understanding the various system of numbers, the processes, the 
effectives, the properties and applying knowledge of numbers in real life.  Strand 1 Numbers and 
Operations was one of problems to the primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei School. They couldn’t 
fine the correct answers and lack of techniques. This problem made their learning achievements were 
low.    
 The teacher had a purpose to develop Mathematical skills on addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division of fraction lessons for primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei School 
with the resource center. The students could scan QR codes of the lessons for learning. The resource 
centers was E-learning (E-Learning) that they could study lessons anywhere and anytime.  
 
 
2. Objectives 
 
 1.  To Develop Mathematical skills on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of 
fraction lessons. 
 2. To compare the learning achievements between before study and after study by E-Learning 
of the students. 
 
 
3. Hypothesis   
 

1.  The learning achievements on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction 
lessons by E-Learning were found that after study was higher than before study. 
 2.  The students have more mathematical skills on addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division of fractions 
 
 
4. Scope of the study  

 
 Independent variable          Dependent variable 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The learning achievements on 
addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division of 
fraction lessons of primary 6 

students 
 

To learn addition, 
subtraction, 

multiplication and 
division of fraction 

lessons by E-Learning 
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Figure 1 Scope of the study 
 
 

5. Literature Reviews  
 
 The meanings of Mathematics 
 According to the royal society Thai dictionary 1982 (Royal society 1982 : 162 ), Mathematics 
is the science of numbers that is in primary curriculum B.E. 1978 ( Ministry of Education Thailand. 
1992: 3). Mathematics of primary level is aimed at enabling all children and youths to create activity 
in relations and relate to daily life. 
  Somsong Dokbuakaew ( Boonthan Yoochumboon.  1986 : 2) Mathematics is a foundation of 
many subjects and is the key leads to core subjects, whether in the arts, even science. 
 Surachai Khuanmueng ( 1979  :  3 ) Mathematics is a study of reasoning, relations and logic 
that all steps are logical and cannot be separated from each other. 
 Prasit Polsripim (  1999  : 130 – 131 ) Mathematics is a communication of information, 
synchronizes the clarity of information between the senders and receivers. The clarity of the 
information is given by the number, this number is valuable in various fields.  
 Webter (  Webter.  1983 : 1110 ) Mathematics is groups of arithmetic, geometry, algebra, 
calculus that calculate by using quantity, size, shape and symbol. 
     Hornby and  Parnwell  (  Hornby  and  Parnwell.1990 : 318 ) Mathematics is the science of 
placements and numbers. 
 According to the meanings, Mathematics is an important subject. It doesn’t mean only numbers 
and symbols. Mathematics has a board meaning. Mathematics is about the foundation of prosperities 
in various disciplines. In addition mathematics has mathematical language as well as accurate and 
appropriate communication. Mathematics is the structure of reasoning, planning, exact methods and 
principles. Mathematics is both of science and arts to develop teaching and learning. To enhance 
Mathematics is to create activity in relations and relate to daily life. 
 Praimary 6 graduates  
 1 . 2 . 1. Have numerical knowledge, understanding, and sense of cardinal numbers and zero, 
fractions, decimals of not more than three places, percentages, operation of numbers and properties of 
numbers; can solve problems involving addition, subtraction multiplication and division of cardinal 
numbers, fractions, decimals of not more than three places and percentages; are aware of validity of 
the answers reached; and can find estimates of cardinal numbers and decimals of not more than three 
places 
 1.2.2. Have knowledge and understanding of length, distance, weight, area, volume, capacity, 
time, money, direction, diagrams and size of angles; can measure correctly and appropriately; and can 
apply knowledge of measurement for solving problems faced in various situations 
     1.2.3 Have knowledge and understanding of characteristics and properties of triangles, squares, 
circles, cuboids, cylinders, cones, prisms, pyramids angles and parallel lines 
 1.2.4 Have knowledge and understanding of patterns and can explain their relationships and 
solve problems involving patterns; can analyze situations or problems as well as write linear 
equations with an unknown that can be solved 
     1.2.5.  Can collect data and information and discuss various issues from pictograms, bar charts, 
comparative bar charts, pie charts, line graphs and tables that are availed of for presentation; and can 
apply knowledge of basic probability in projecting various possible situations 
     1.2.6  Can apply diverse methods for problem-solving, availing of mathematical  and  
technological knowledge, skills, and processes appropriately to solve problems faced in various 
situations; can suitably provide reasoning for decision-making and appropriately present the 
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conclusions reached; can use mathematical language and symbols for communication as well as 
accurate and appropriate communication and presentation of mathematical concepts; can link various 
bodies of mathematical knowledge and can link mathematical knowledge with other disciplines; and 
have attained ability for creative thinking 
 Meanings of Fractions 
      1. Fraction means a fraction represents a numerical value, which has to be divided into four 
parts, then it is represented as 1/4. 
       2. Fraction means a number that compares part of an object or a set with the whole, especially 
the quotient of two whole numbers, for example there are 2 boys of 6 boys, written in the form 2/6 = 
1/3 of 6 boys. 
       3. Fraction represents a numerical value, which defines the parts of a whole. Suppose a number 
has to be divided into equal parts, then it is represented the quotient as the numerators is a dividend 
and the denominator is a divider. Example, there are 6 children, group them into 3 group in equal. 
How many children are there in each group. So the fraction represents 6/3 = 2 children. 
            Addition of fraction  
 To make sure the denominators are the same, add the numerators, put that answer over the 
denominator.  
 Subtraction of fraction 
 To Make sure the denominators) are the same, subtract the numerators. Put the answer over 
the same denominator.  
 A fraction multiplied by fraction  

To Multiply the numerator by the denominator and the denominator by the numerator. If 
there are common factors of the numerator and the Denominator. To take the common factors divide 
both the numerator and the Denominator. 
 A fraction divided by a fraction  
 To reverse the numerator and denominator) of the second fraction, multiply the two 
numerators. Then, multiply the two denominators. 
 
  
6. Methodology  
 
 The development of Mathematical skills on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
of fraction lessons by E-Learning for Primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei School under 
Chaiyaphum Primary Educational Service Area Office 2 methodology was as follow:  
 1 .  To create the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction lessons. To 
analyze contents of Mathematics as follow the basic Education Core Curriculum B.E 2551 (2008). 
 2. To share the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction lessons in Google 
Drive and create QR code of the lessons to study by E-Learning. 
 3. To create 50 items of the pre-test, post-test and paralleled test for 100 scores. 
 4 .  To offer the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction lessons to 3 
specialists in order to find the Item Objective Congruences (IOC). It was used to evaluate the items of 
the tests. The items that had scores between 0.5-1.0  were reserved. The Reliability Analysis was at 
0.7 
 5. The students did the pre-test. 
 6 .  The students scanned QR code to study by E-Learning.  The students could study lessons 
anywhere and anytime.  
 7. After study by E-Learning, the students did the post-test. 
 8. The teacher compared the scores of the tests between pre-test and post-test of the samples. 
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7. Results 
 

1.  The results of five primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei school scores were shown as 
follow Table 1. 

 

No. Name – Surename Pre-score 
( 100 scores ) 

Post score 
( 100 Scores ) 

1 Sitthichok Puresae 38 52 
2 Passakorn Chodprom 64 84 
3 Mongkolrak Sadnok 46 60 

4 Akkarapol Pakdee-
umnat 58 78 

5 Wanwisa Sadnok 62 80 
Total 268 354 

 
2.  Comparison the learning achievements of primary 6  students in Ban Hin Roi Moei school 

of Academic year 2020 between before and after study by E-Learning. 
 Teachers taught the lessons by E-Learning to the five primary 6 students in Ban Hin Roi Moei 
school of academic year 2020 and compared the results of the learning achievements before and after 
study. The results were shown as follow Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Comparison of the learning achievements on addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division of fraction results 
 

Instruments Numbers of 
students Full score 𝐱𝐱� S.D. 

Pre test 5 100 53.6 11.17 
Post test 5 100 70.8 13.97 

 
 

 According to Table 2 the comparison of the learning achievements on addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division of fraction results found that before study has the mean at 53.6 (x ̅= 53.6) 
and the standard deviation at 11.17 (S.D. = 11.17) and after study has the mean at 70.8 (x ̅ = 70.8) and 
the standard deviation at 13.97 (S.D. = 13.97). The mean of after study was higher.  
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8. Discussion 
 
 The comparison of the learning achievements on addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division of fraction lessons by E-Learning for five Primary 6  students in Ban Hin Roi Moei School 
under Chaiyaphum Primary Educational Service Area Office 2 , the result of study was discussed as 
follow:   

1. The result of comparison of the learning achievements on addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division of fraction results between before and after study found that before study 
had the mean at 53.6 (x ̅= 53.6) and the standard deviation at 11.17 (S.D. = 11.17) and after study had 
the mean at 70.8 (x ̅ = 70.8) and the standard deviation at 13.97 (S.D. = 13.97). The study was found 
that the mean of after study achievement was higher, in accordance with the hypothesizes, firstly, the 
learning achievements on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction lessons by E-
Learning of after study was higher than before study. Lastly, the students have proved more 
mathematical skills on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fractions lessons. The study 
achieved the objectives that were to develop Mathematical skills on addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division of fraction lessons for students. Lastly, the learning achievement of the 
students on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fraction lessons of after study result 
was higher than before study result.  
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	7.  Background of Soifah
	Soifah is the wife of Phra Wai. She is the daughter of Chiang Mai King and Queen Apson Sumalee. Soifah has a child with Phra Wai namely Plaiyong. The story began when Chiang Mai King surrendered the land to Ayutthaya King, Chiang Mai King also broug...
	8. Education
	According to the story, the author did not describe Soifah’s household chores knowledge or embroidery skills like the other women outlined in the story who were taught to learn about household chores since childhood. This could be seen from the curt...
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	ลาวทำขนมเบื้องผิดเมืองไทย   แผ่นผ้อยมันกระไรดังต้มกบ
	แซะม้วนเข้ามาเท่าขากบ   พลายชุมพลดิ้นหลลหัวร่อไป
	[6]
	Physical Appearance
	Soifah is considered a beautiful woman as observed from during the offering of Soi Thong and Soifah to Somdej Phra Phanwasa and His Highness examined the look of Soifah as outlined in the statement below.
	งามงอนอ้อนแอ้นบั้นเอวกลม
	เพราพริ้งเพรียวเหลือดังเรือแข่ง  กล้องแกล้งพายจิบก็เจียนล่ม
	ดูริมฝีปากบางลูกคางกลม  เห็นลาดเลาเจ้าคารมเป็นมั่นคง
	[6]
	Distinctive Behaviors
	The distinctive behaviors of Soifah are irritable and grumpy, vindictive, and jealousy as judged by His Highness Phra Phanwasa in the statement below.
	แล้วผินพักตร์มาพิศเจ้าสร้อยฟ้า  ดูจริตกิริยากระตุ้งกระติ้ง
	ท่าทางท่วงทีก็ดีจริง    จะเสียอยู่แต่สักสิ่งด้วยรายงอน
	หูตากลอกกลมคมคายเหลือ   พิศแล้วเบื่อดูได้แต่ร่อนร่อน
	จะเปรียบก็เหมือนอย่างนางละคร   งามงอนอ้อนแอ้นบั้นเอวกลม
	[6]
	Another distinctive characteristic of Soifah is bad-tempered as when His Highness Phra Phanwasa royally presented her to marry Phra Wai. When she reached the house of Phra Wai and saw the wedding ceremony of Phra Wai and Srimala, she felt dissatisfi...
	เจ้าสร้อยฟ้าถึงบ้านแหวกม่านมอง  เห็นผัวเมียเขาประคองขันข้าวใส่
	ให้เคืองขุ่นงุ่นง่านทะยานใจ   แล้วกัดฟันมั่นไว้ไม่วุ่นวาย
	[6]
	The author created the character Soifah, the princess of Chiang Mai King, who has a beautiful face but is irritable, bad-tempered and furious.
	Causes of Pressure in Becoming Villain
	Khun Chang Khun Phaen is recognized by the literature club as perfect in literary arts and its story reflects traditions, rituals, superstition, politics, government, way of life of people in society from birth to death. Nowadays, a great number of ...
	The female character against the ideal found in Khun Chang Khun Phaen is, for example, Nang Lao Thong, the daughter of Saen Khamman, head of Ban Jomthong, Chiang Thong City. She plays the role of Plai Kaew's wife when Plai Kaew raised his army to fi...
	ชิชะถ้อยคำอีลาวดอน   แง่งอนไม่น้อยร้อยภาษา
	งาช้างเนื้อไม้มึงได้มา    กูจะเกณฑ์ช้างงาออกไปรับ
	เจ้าลาวทองก็มิต้องลงเดินดิน   จะให้ขึ้นแคร่บินมาหยับหยับ
	ให้เขาชมโฉมนางอยู่กลางทัพ   ผลัดกันรับคานหามมาตามทาง
	[6]
	The insult of Wanthong shows her disrespect for Lao Thong as being Lao ethnic. For the Ayutthaya people, Lanna are people of different ethnic groups. Wanthong's verbal insults show the view of the urban people's attitude towards marginalized people....
	Soifah is a pretty lady as seen when she was presented to His Highness Phra Phanwasa, and His Highness commented on her appearance as shown in the statement below.
	งามงอนอ้อนแอ้นบั้นเอวกลม
	เพราพริ้งเพรียวเหลือดังเรือแข่ง   กล้องแกล้งพายจิบก็เจียนล่ม
	ดูริมฝีปากบางลูกคางกลม   เห็นลาดเลาเจ้าคารมเป็นมั่นคง
	[6]
	Soifah is the wife of Phra Wai, a daughter of Chiang Mai King and Nang Apson Sumalee, royally presented wife that Phra Phanwasa bestowed upon Phra Wai who was praised for winning the war against Chiang Mai. However, Phra Wai already had a wife, Srim...
	พลายชุมพลจึงว่าพี่สร้อยฟ้า   ทำขนมเบื้องหนาเหมือนแป้งจี่
	พระไวยตอบว่าหนาหนาดี   ทองประศรีว่ากูไม่เคยพบ
	ลาวทำขนมเบื้องผิดเมืองไทย   แผ่นผ้อยมันกระไรดังต้นกบ
	แซะม้วนเข้ามาเท่าขากบ   พลายชุมพลดิ้นหลบหัวร่อไป
	[6]
	หรือตอนที่นางศรีประจันโต้แย้งกับนางสร้อยฟ้า นางศรีมาลาก็ได้ด่าทองดูถูกนางสร้อยฟ้าดังความว่า
	ท่านย่าว่าเหม่มาเปรียบเปรย   เหวยอีลาวปากคอมันหนักหนา
	ก็เพราะมึงอึงฉาวอีลาวโลน   ร้องตะโกนก้องบ้านอีคานหัก
	[6]
	As Sri Prachan negatively discriminated Soifah during the baking competition about her ethnic origin. She felt deprived about this discrimination behaviors by Phra Wai’s family, she thus became furious and acted inappropriately in front of the elder...
	สร้อยฟ้าได้ฟังคุณย่าด่า  โมโหโกรธาหาเหือดไม่
	คันปากอยากจะว่าให้สาใจ   บ่นพิไรร่ำว่าน้ำตานอง
	………………………………… ……………………………..
	ทองประศรีด่าฉาวอีลาวดง  มาแผดส่งเสียงร้องอยู่จ้าจ้า
	ผลักเด็กจนกระเด็นเห็นแก่ตา   เป็นหนึ่งว่ากูแกล้งพาโลเอา
	[6]
	An insult for unskilled cooking and racial discrimination for being Lao ethnic from different society and culture and race fuels a lot of pressure in Soifah’s mind because she was not welcome to the family by family members as well as her husband. T...
	Distinctive Characteristics of Soifah Disagreeing with Idealism
	The conflicts stimulating Soifah’s offensive behavior antagonistic to the female ideal resulted from being insulted as a marginalized person, conflict and jealousy of her husband over triad marriage affairs. These factors cause Soifah unfavorable ac...
	Soifah's malignant behavior was her aggression towards Srimala, aggressive actions towards Grandma Thongprasri, furious actions towards Phra Wai, jealousy and envious thoughts, fighting and assaulting Srimala, planning revenge by using seductive blac...
	1. Aggressive Behavior towards Phra Wai
	The causes of malignant behavior towards Phra Wai resulted from Soifah’s antagonistic behaviors against the norms of the society as she did not perform the role and duty of a decent wife but demonstrating controversy arguing with her husband's elders ...
	อุเหม่อุเหม่อีแสนงอน   ช่างมาร่อนเสียงร้องออกเร่าเร่า
	เขาถามกันก็กลับเข้ารับเอา   กูรู้เท่ามึงอยู่สิ้นทุกสิ่งอัน
	แต่ต่อหน้ายังกล้ามาขึ้นเสียง   ลับหลังใครจะเถียงได้หรือนั่น
	อีแสนงอนค่อนว่าสารพัน   ใครจะทันมึงเล่าเจ้ามารยา
	[6]
	The motive driving Soifah’s aggressive behavior and furious arguing with Phra Wai is considered an innate malignancy because Soifah’s personality is irritable and when she does not get what she wants, she is quickly upset and shows offensive behavio...
	Consequently, due to her misbehaved actions, Soifah was punished with flogging. This was considered not guilty in the past as the husband could punish and teach his wife.
	2. Jealousy and envious thoughts
	The beaten by Phra Wai causes Soifah a tension within her mind, and the feeling of becoming a loser in silent as the statement said “จะต้องมุดตัวเร้นเป็นเรือดไร” [6] or “ครั้งนี้เห็นทีจะฝืดเคืองใครเลยจะกระเตื้องให้คืนตรา [6] She could not even rely ...
	………………………….  ยิ่งคิดก็ยิ่งมีความโกรธา
	กลุ้มกลัดขัดแค้นให้เคืองใจ   ด้วยพระไวยผัวรักเป็นนักหนา
	เชื่อถ้อยฟังคำศรีมาลา    มันยุยงเจียนฆ่าให้ม้วยมุด
	[6]
	As Soifah’s was so resented with Phra Wai and Srimala, she thought about revenge “จะแก้แค้นแทนทนในครั้งนี้” [5] by means of using black charming magic in a conspiracy with Monk Kwad to seduce Phra Wai to love her and instead hate Shimala. This actio...
	As Soifah’s was so resented with Phra Wai and Srimala, she thought about revenge “จะแก้แค้นแทนทนในครั้งนี้” [5] by means of using black charming magic in a conspiracy with Monk Kwad to seduce Phra Wai to love her and instead hate Shimala. This actio...
	3. Planning revenge by using black magic charm, using the wickedness to provoke Phra Wai to beat Srimala, thought of murdering Srimala
	Soifah was in the situation of two women and one husband, unaccepted by family members, racial discrimination, Phra Wai unequal love to her comparing to Srimala. Soifah thus must use supernatural power - the black magic charm that seduces the husban...
	The fact that the husband disfavored Soifah while preferred Srimala, the major wife, to her and Soifah wanted acceptance from the husband, brought back her love, and desire to revenge Srimala. The villain thoughts Soifah were shown below.
	ข้าคิดแล้วนางไหมอย่าได้พรั่น   ขยี้มันให้เป็นแป้งระแนงผง
	..........................................   ........................................
	เล่าความตามเข็ญที่เป็นมา   แม้นเถรขวาดนับหน้าอย่านอนใจ
	จงเห็นแก่พระปิ่นเชียงอินท์นั้น   ผ่อนผันแก้แค้นให้จงได้
	จะให้ทองห้าตำลึงให้ถึงใจ   ตัวเอ็งก็จะให้ถึงส่วนกัน ฯ
	[6]
	Once Phra Wai was seduced by black magic charm and totally fell in love with Soi Fah. She showed villain and wickedness behaviors by provoking Phra Wai to beat Srimala as shown in the statement below.
	ศรีมาลากำลังยกพานผ้า   สร้อยฟ้าแกล้งเสียดเบียดถลัน
	ทำเซซวนม้วนล้มลงฉับพลัน   เออกระนั้นสิคะหม่อมเจ้าจอมดู
	[6]
	In addition, Soifah thought of murdering Srimala by ambushing Srimala. The motive driving Soifah thinking about murdering Srimala was fear of being caught in using black magic charm on Phra Wai.
	Therefore, Soifah showed the viciousness by hiring hitmen to ambush, injure and kill Srimala as the statement shown below.
	เอ็งเร่งหาข้าเราสักสิบคน   เตรียมตนให้พร้อมด้อมออกไป
	คอยดักอีศรีมาลาไปรับทัพ   เอ็งจับฆ่าเสียให้จงได้
	หยิบเงินห้าชั่งให้ดังใจ    เอ็งอย่าให้มันรับกันกลับมา ฯ
	[6]
	However, the ambush attack was not successful and Srimala was safe because Srimala has a spirit ghost whom Khun Phaen had given to her for protection. She thus survived safely and carried out the journey to meet with Khun Phaen and Phlai Chumpon to ...
	4. Malicious Behavior
	After Soifah returned to Chiang Mai, all conflicts could have been ended. But Soifah was still so upset with a vengeful spirit towards Plai Chumphon as he caught her using black magic charm as shown in the statement below.
	ครานั้นสร้อยฟ้ามารศรี   ฟังเถนยินดีหัวเราะร่า
	ด้วยอาฆาตชุมพลแต่ไรมา   พอเถรว่าก็เหมือนเกาเข้าที่คัน
	ถ้าคุณฆ่าอ้ายชุมพลคนนี้ได้   จะขอบคุณเหมือนให้ไปสวรรค์
	[6]
	In summary, the malignant behaviors outlined above could be concluded that Soifah still had a vengeful spirit, thinking of hurting others which is a malignancy occured deeply within the mind. This showed that Soifah's role in Khun Chang Khun Phaen h...
	9. Discussion
	The study of Soifah, the female villain whose distinctive characters disagree with the ideal in Thai novel - Khun Chang Khun Phaen, in regard to demographic background and root of malignant behaviors indicated problematic or unfavorable behaviors di...
	10. Recommendations
	The character analysis results of Soifah, which is a representative image of the villain, whose distinctive characteristics disagree with the ideal in Thai novel - Khun Chang Khun Phaen, clearly illustrate whether the behavior is appropriate or inap...
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